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MARCH
Due to the concerns of Covid-19, all in-person Sunday services, classes and
activities will continue to be on hold until further notice.
The following are March services:
3/6 - Streaming CC Shotsuki Service
3/13 - Streaming Dharma Service from Kingsburg
3/20 - Twitter Live Streaming Ohigan/Dharma Service from Reedley
3/27 - Streaming Parlier Ohigan

We appreciate your patience and understanding.
We hope everyone remains safe and healthy.

Namo Amida Butsu

Haru Ga Kita
Spring is coming, Spring is coming, Where is spring now?
Here in the mountains, Here in the village, And here in the
field.
Flowers bloom, Flowers bloom, Where do flowers bloom?
Here in the mountains, Here in the village, And here in the
fields.
Birds are singing, Birds are singing, Where do birdies sing?
Here in the mountains, Here in the village, And here in the
fields.
“Spring has come (Ha-ru ga ki-ta)" is a Japanese nursery rhyme that is still familiar
among Americans of Japanese ancestry, particularly seniors.
The cold winter is over, the world changes color, and the joy of the long-awaited spring
has come when we see the birds singing on the twigs. The season of spring itself is
invisible, but it is a world that you can feel in your life.
It is said that there is almost nothing in Japanese culture that is not influenced by
Buddhism. Even the lyrics of such nursery rhymes are no exception.
There are two constructive worlds in our world. A world that can be seen with our eyes
and a world that cannot be seen. You can see buildings, television, and people, but you
cannot see the air, people's hearts, affection, trust, and warmth.
In today's world, products for beauty and health are said to sell well. Certainly, things
that can be seen with the eyes, such as the appearance of beauty and youth, are attracting
attention; and conversely, the world that cannot be seen, such as enjoying senior life,
wishing for the good sake of others, thinking a lot about humane conduct, etc. are
becoming less visible.
Buddha taught us to value the invisible world as well as the visible world.

We know that we can't judge anything just by looking at it, but often we get stuck with
our eyes only.
The beauty of a person's appearance is immediately recognizable, but the beauty of the
person's interior is not visible. And because only the things that can be seen with the
eyes are taken care of, the “world that cannot be seen” becomes less visible, then tragedy
occurs.
If the “world that cannot be seen” disappears, the value of human beings will be
measured by quantified data by the computer, and the individuality of each person is
going to treated as mere 'noise', and the end result will be homicide and war without
hesitation. Because each irreplaceable life soon becomes worthless like a mere stone.
The Buddha taught that the visible world is surrounded and supported by the invisible
world. This is a truth-reality that we, today, must recognize once again.
Shinran Shonin has fulfilled his life of practicing the Dharma with the Nenbutsu,
“Namu-amita-ābha.”
One ought to know that there is no power in the Nenbutsu itself, though. Its power
derives from Śākya-muni Buddha who recites the Nenbutsu, whose wisdom is already
completed and whose compassion does not exclude any sentient being.
We don't need to seek for the light dependent on our small egos; that merciful wisdom
contains the nature of boundless-light is already with us. And that boundless wisdom
and compassion are manifested in the Nenbutsu, "Namu Amitabha," which is the work
of 'Amitabha' of Shakyamuni Buddha.
The Nenbutsu of the True Self (=Buddhahood) is an incomparable Nenbutsu and an
incomparable Dharma.
It can relieve all suffering. It is true. It is not mistaken that Shinran Shonin entrusted
himself.
"However, if it is Nenbutsu as my act, it is not worth it, but it is wonderful value because
it is working like real Buddha.” The words said by the ‘Kangaku’ Venerable Takamatsu
Gohō who led Shin Buddhism in 20th century Japan. He continues, “I'm just putting my
hands together and saying Nann Mann Dah. Everything is the realization of Śākyamuni
Buddha’s amitābha, the work of immeasurable merciful wisdom and kindness.”
He concludes his saying in his ‘Tanka’ poem as follows:
"I can't see the Buddha in the voice,

but the voice itself is the Buddha.
Śākya-muni Buddha’s amitābha becomes the voice of Nenbutsu,
changes its appearance to Namu-amita-ābha,
and comes back for me.”
We know the signs of spring through various phenomena. In the same way, if we truly
realize the voice of Na-mu-a-mi-ta-bha by uttering it ourselves, we will know that the
Buddha’s final words, “A practicing follower is always close to me” is true. The
Buddha is still untiringly caring and guiding us to the state of perfect peace and utmost
bliss.
Spring Has Come. Spring Has Come.
I feel your touch and I can hear you sing.
Thankful for all the gifts that spring will bring.

Gassho
Rinban Kakei Nakagawa

Gifts from our ancestors and what they had seen and
appreciated
Rev. Kaz Nakata
Hello, all Central California Sangha friends! Have you driven
around Central California and our beautiful Blossom Trail? I
recently drove Hwy99 to Southern Cal and enjoyed the layers
of the white blossoms on both sides of the freeway from
Fresno to Bakersfield. Flowers blooming reminds us that the nature of seasons is
continuously moving forward, although many of us feel that time stopped in March of
2020. Let’s keep moving forward!!!
On Nov 2, 2019, the Dinuba Buddhist Church concluded its history after a century of
service in their local community. Last June, the Dinuba Onaijin (a complex of Buddhist
altar furniture and the central object of reverence) was moved to the Fresno Betsuin
Buddhist Temple, and it was enshrined as an Onaijin of the Fresno Betsuin Small
Chapel. Since then, Rinban Nakagawa, Rev. Midori, and I have been fixing pieces of
the furniture. Some photos of the restoration have been posted on our Twitter site,
“Central California Nishi Hongwanji” or @Fresno_Nishi.
Originally the Dinuba Onaijin came from Japan and their sangha members conducted
the Onaijin Installation Ceremony on Nov 20, 1927 (see picture below).
Many of Japanese American ancestry in Central California started their lives in Dinuba
which was one of most active Buddhist communities of that period. Many of children
in the picture are now about 100 years old. 2 years ago, one of my friends in the picture
(a little girl with Kimono) passed away. Now we may have only a handful people who
remember the activities at the Dinuba Buddhist Church in 1920’s to 1930’s. Since its
installation ceremony, how many couples have exchanged wedding vows, how many
families shared eulogies to express their appreciation to their loved ones, how many
Dharma School Students have sung Gatha (Buddhist Song) loudly every Sunday in front

of THE Onaijin? The Onaijin contains countless memories of generations of happiness
and sadness.
When the Dinuba Onaijin was moved to Fresno, I inspected the Onaijin furniture, and
I found metal pieces eroding and wood damaged by dehydration. The surface on the
incense burner (Ko-ro) especially, lost all the gold-plated decorations. As one of my
hobbies, I have become skilled at repairing gold decoration. I decided to restore the
Incense burner to its original appearance, carefully applying 24k gold pigment on its
decoration and revived it to its original color that Dinuba sangha members had seen in
1920’s. Many old pictures are mono color prints, but their real life had color, like pink
and red flower blossoms. I am sure that the Dinuba sangha members were so proud and
appreciative to see the Incense Burner at the time of the installation. Now again, the
Dinuba Incense Burners has a shiny gold appearance.
Nowadays, most materials in the world can be acquired by monetary exchange. I
understand that sometimes (maybe often) the replacement of something is financially
convenient than restoration. When we deeply contemplate on the universal truth of
interdependent of life, we realize the essential value of the unique and historical artifact
which is cared for and filled by the memories and sentiments of countless people’s
memories and sentiment. I hope all pioneers of the Dinuba Buddhist Church of the
1920’s will be happy to see and hear that their legacy is certainly preserved, revived
and respected at the Fresno Betsuin, so that their appreciation of Namo Amida Butsu
will continue on… Gassho
.

Gassho
Rev. Kaz Nakata

Streaming Services
Please view, join and participate in
the March virtual services on Twitter
or YOUTUBE as listed on our cover
page.
If you have any questions or need
assistance, please feel free to call
the Betsuin Office Monday-Friday
(559) 442-4054 or Reverend Kaz
(424) 666-7101.
Golf Club
The Buddhist Church of Fowler will
once again be hosting their Annual
Fellowship Golf Tournament. It will
be held on April 16, 2022, at the
Ridge Creek Golf Course in Dinuba,
so mark your calendars.
A copy of the “Tee Sponsor” and
“Donor” letters are attached to the
White Path. Please feel free to print
these letters and pass them out to
your friends and businesses you
frequent. If you would also like to
make a donation, please contact
Barton Ashida at (559) 284-2955 or
b.ashida@sbcglobal.net .

The Shotsuki names for the
month of March are:
Mitsujiro Yoshimoto
Wakichi Shimizu
Rose Nakamura
William Tadashi Kondo
Hana Yoshimoto
Shikuichi Ii
Masayoshi Teraoka
Toyomo Teraoka
Kazuo Namba
Seinosuke Nakamura
Kayo Kikuta
Toyoso Kuramoto
Al Kataoka
Yoshiko Miyake
Kiyono Mukai
Moto Kamine
Ayano Hirabayashi
Shigeko Yoshida
Hiroshi Asakawa
Ann Kawaguchi
Miyeko Kamikawa
Florence Sadako Shimada
Yoshio Ideta

CHURCH TOBAN FOR MARCH

Shotsuki
District I/II
Rijis:
Ken Hashimoto
Rick Miyasaki
Toban:
Ken Hashimoto
Marlene Miyasaki

$
$
$

45.00
45.00
30.00

Greg & Gay Mukai
Greg & Gay Mukai
Ron & Maxine
Yoshimoto

White Path
$

50.00

Sally Yemoto

In Memory of Shizuko Takeuchi
2022 Church Dues
Just a friendly reminder that if your
2022 have not not been sent in yet,
please do so at your earliest
convenience.

$ 300.00 Shizuko Takeuchi Family
$ 25.00
Craig & Tayoko Honda
In Memory of Eiko Matsumura
$ 20.00

Family dues - $450.00
Young family dues - $225.00
Single dues - $225.00

Craig & Tayoko Honda

In Memory of Katsuko Kaye
Takeda
$ 300.00

Year End

Katsuko Kaye Takeda
Family
$ 150.00 Gloria & Harry Takahashi
Don & Cindee Takeda
Brandon & Phoebe
Takahashi
$ 50.00
Lisle Funeral Home

$ 100.00 Rick & Marlene Miyasaki

Special Donation

January 2022 Donations

$ 100.00

Dean Shiroyama

